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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. Brandon has 8 times as many stickers as Hennie. If they have 1260 stickers 

altogether, how many stickers does Brandon have? 

2. Mr Tang sold 15 television sets each month from January to May. Each 

television set was sold at $375. What was his total sale? 

3. There are 23 ostriches and giraffes in the zoo. The animals have 84 legs 

altogether.  

(a) How many ostriches are there at the zoo? 

(b) How many more legs do the giraffes have than the ostriches? 

4. The total length of 3 ribbons and 6 wires is 300 cm. The length of a wire is  
1

3
  

the length of the ribbon. What is the length of a wire? 

5. Michelle, Rachel and Carla collected some dolls. Michelle had 4 times as many 

dolls as Carla and Rachel had twice as many dolls as Carla. If Michelle had 8 

more dolls than Rachel, how many dolls did the 3 girls collect in total? 

6. Penelope and Tania have 169 stickers. Tania and Amelia have 100 stickers. 

Amelia has  
2

5
  as many stickers as Penelope. How many stickers does each girl 

have? 

7. The mass of a pail full of nails is  6
1

2
 kg more than a box of nuts. If the box of 

nuts has a mass of  3
7

10
 kg, what is the total mass of the box of nuts and the 

pail of nails? 
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8. Natasha had 2000 eggs. She sold 258 of them to Mrs Ling. Then, she bought 

another 364 eggs. She packed all the eggs equally into 6 boxes. How many 

eggs were in each box? 

9. Melissa spent  
1

8
  of her money on a dress and  

1

4
  of it on a watch. Then, she had 

$160 more left than the amount of money she had spent. 

(a) How much did she spend on the dress? 

(b) How much money did she have left? 

10. The enrolment of a school is 2394.  
2

3
  the number of girls is equal to  

1

3
  of the 

number of boys. How many more boys than girls are there in the school? 

11. After giving 489 beads to each of his pupils, Miss Low had 240 beads left. If 

she had distributed 163 beads to each of her pupils, she would have 6760 

beads left. 

(a) How many pupils were there in Miss Low’s class? 

(4)    How many beads did Miss Low have at first? 

12. Thomas had 367 fewer rubber bands than Roger. Bradley had 489  more 

rubber bands than Roger. If Thomas had 502 rubber bands, how many rubber 

bands did Bradley and Thomas have altogether? 

13. Delphine spent  
2

3
  of her money on some books. She spent  

3

7
  of the remaining 

money on a box of colour pencils and the remaining $24 on a DVD. 

(a) What fraction of her money did she spend on the DVD? 

(b) How much money did Delphine have at first? 

14. There were twice as many men as women at a concert. After 90 men had left 

the concert, the number of women in the concert was twice the number of 

men left in the concert. How many people attended the concert? 
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